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I/O Device

Two common kinds of I/O devices:

① Block device: stores information in fixed-size 

blocks.

② Character device：delivers or accepts a stream 

of characters, without regard to any block 

structure.

Special device: e.g., clocks.
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Principles of  I/O Hardware
I/O devices cover a huge range in speeds
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Device Controllers

Components of I/O devices: 
① Mechanical component ;
② Electronic component：i.e., device controller
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Device Controllers

A device controller is a part of a computer system that 
makes sense of the signals going to, and coming from 
the CPU.

Each device controller has a local buffer and some 
registers. It communicates with the CPU by interrupts. 
A device's controller plays as a bridge between the 
device and the operating system.
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Memory-Mapped I/O

 Three approaches:
① Each control register is assigned an I/O port number.
② All the control registers are mapped into the memory space. 

This is called memory-mapped I/O.
③ Mapping I/O data buffers into memory space but separating 

I/O ports from memory
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Memory-Mapped I/O

IN REG, PORT,
OUT PORT,REG

e.g., 

IN R0, 4
and
MOV R0, 4
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Programmed I/O

Programmed input/output (PIO) 
① A method of transferring data between the CPU and a peripheral.
② Software running on the CPU uses instructions to perform data 

transfers to or from an I/O device. 
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Writing a string to the printer using programmed I/O

Programmed I/O
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Interrupt-Driven I/O

Writing a string to the printer using interrupt-driven I/O
① Code executed when print system call is made
② Interrupt service procedure
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Interrupt

How interrupts happens?
Connections between devices and interrupt controller actually 

use interrupt lines on the bus rather than dedicated wires

Bus
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Interrupt Handlers
Interrupt handlers are best hidden, have driver 
starting an I/O operation block until interrupt 
notifies of completion

Interrupt procedure does its task, then unblocks 
driver that started it. 



PP.430, Problem 8
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I/O Using DMA

Printing a string using DMA
(a) code executed when the print system call is made
(b) interrupt service procedure
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Direct Memory Access (DMA)

Operation of a DMA transfer



PP.429, Problem 5,6
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I/O Software Layers

Layers of the I/O Software System
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Device Drivers

Communications between drivers and device 
controllers goes over the bus; Logical position of 
device drivers is shown in the following figure.
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Several issues of Designing I/O Software

Device independence
e.g., programs can access any I/O device without specifying 
device in advance (e.g., floppy, hard drive, or CD-ROM)

(a) Without a standard driver interface (b) With a standard driver interface
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(a) Unbuffered input
(b) Buffering in user space
(c) Buffering in the kernel followed by copying to user space
(d) Double buffering in the kernel

Several issues of Designing I/O Software

Buffering
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Check Points
① What are the two kinds of IO devices.

② What are the two components of IO devices.

③ What is programmed IO?

④ What is Interrupt-Driven IO?

⑤ What is IO using DMA?

⑥ What are the five layers of the IO software system

⑦ What are the difference between driver and interrupt 

handler?


